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 RADOMSKO TRANSNATIONAL MEETING MINUTES 

Radomsko 5th-8th October 2016 

 

SUMMARY OF WHAT TO DO: 

A. Upload Powerpoints in Drive. 

B. Dates for next meetings confirmed.  

C. Activities A32 (4th Nov.), A34 (18th Nov), A41 & A42 (10th February). A44             

(9th May & week exhibition) 

D. Keep dissemination platforms updated.  

 

ATTENDEES: 

Katarzyna Wojtala, Vasiliki Arampatzi, Agnieszka Gregorek-Szyszka, Rhian       

Parry, Antonio Di Muro, Rachel McGuinness, Maribel Sabatella, Paul Carroll,          

Paola Caiafa, Michelle Smyth, Giuseppe Manzo, Ruth Randles, Ana Sebastia,          

Frank Mannion, Romina Rincon, Eleni Vasilopoulou, Manuel Capitan 

 TOPICS DISCUSSED:  

1. 1st-year Project impact at each school. 
 
All schools presented a powerpoint about the project impact at each school. In             

all of them it could be easily seen the highly and important changes the project               

is doing at each centre. All powerpoints will be uploaded in Drive into a specific               

folder and linked to our website.  

2. Final meeting dates:  

We decide not changing the original dates for Barcelona meeting so they stay             

the following:  

- LTTA Cardiff. 27th November (evening meal) - 2nd        

December 2016. 
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- LTTA Salerno: 5th (evening meal) - 10th March 2017  

- Barcelona Coordination meeting. 6th (evening meal) - 9th        

June 2017.  

Wales and Italy gives some information regarding their future meetings. Both           

coordinators suggest how to arrive and where to stay.  

3. Activities Calendar.  
 
We went through all the remaining activities (except those which will be decided             
at each LTTA meeting as they will be resultant of the different training and              
activities). We agreed to do the following activities and their deadline.  
 
A32 → Writing own affirmations. Students will create a poster-type document in            
which they will write positive affirmations about what they do or about things             
they should do (“I eat fruit every day”, “I enjoy playing sports after school”...just              
examples). This activity will be better be done using a Computer Programme            
and upload to DRIVE so rest of schools will be able to print them off.  
Deadline 4th November. 
 
A34 → Cooking Book. Every school will select different traditional recipes and            
with all of them we will create a Cooking Book. Each school will need to select a                 
starter, main course and dessert and complete a template that will be provided,             
so all the book will have the same pattern. We will encourage families to cook               
these recipes and filming it (short videos about a maximum of 4-5 minutes). All              
videoclips from each plate will be uploaded to DRIVE so we can put them              
together.  Deadline 18th November.  
 
A41→ Song. We need to create a common song under the name of “Happy to               
be healthy”. We agree to use one of the Polish song that was performance              
during the meeting. The Polish team will upload the melody into DRIVE so we              
can start thinking about the lyrics with rhythm. Each school will write a verse              
(3-4 lines depending on the music) in their own language (the Irish school could              
write the refrain that we all will be singing together). The idea is that everyone               
will sing one part in their own language and then the refrain in English. Deadline               
around 10th February. We will bring ideas to Cardiff and talk more in specific.              
Ireland has offer to provide help and another melody if the Polish one doesn’t              
work (getting the instrumental melody, etc). 
 
A42→ Traditional Dances. Each school will perform and record a couple of            
traditional dances. The videos will be upload to DRIVE. Deadline 10th February.  
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A43→ Posters about what is healthy. They will made using computers and            
upload to Drive ready to be print off. Deadline 17th March. 
 
A44→ Erasmus+ Festival. All activities merge in this festival Big closing party at             
each school. It is suggested the 9th of May to have this party day as it is the                  
European Day. We will prepare also an exhibition with all the work done, the              
own affirmation (A32), the posters(A43), along with dances and song displays,           
games from all each country...etc.  
 

4. Project Management.  
 

We talked about different issues regarding the project and we agreed the            
following:  
 

- We will not use eTwinning as it is very complicated and need a lot of               
work. In the final report we just need to specify that (we opened a space               
and tried to use it but it didn’t work). We will focus to website, we need to                 
keep it updated and tidy. Posts should be place in their correct category             
and close to the implementation date.  

 
- We will continue uploading photos on Google Photos (Picassa doesn’t          

work anymore). We will upload a selection of photos from each Website            
Post directly in Wordpress (“media” option”). If any school finds a better            
or similar programme to Picassa just let all the rest know. It is reminded              
to upload powerpoint using slideshare, video using vimeo and book using           
Issue. All these website work with a common username and password.  

 
- It is important to remember that Project impact, dissemination and          

sustainability are key factors in this project and we need to offer our work              
to the local community and NA.  

 
- As some of us had some problems using Mobility Tools but haven’t            

looked at it properly we considered to dedicate some time at this website             
before Wales LTTA meeting and if is there any problem to we can             
organise a brief meeting there to solve this problem. Some schools that            
have used it comment that it is easy to run and they offered to help.  

 
- It is given further details from Spain’s 1st year report feedback. It is             

commented that it is important to keep the website updated as it is the              
most important diffusion tool we have. Twitter is another tool we have to             
use.  

 
Cornellà de Llobregat 11th October 2016 
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